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When the individuals in your school community — students, teachers and
parents — share their voices, the result resonates with success for all.

S

chool voice is gaining momentum as a critical
component to effective education. The idea that
education is performed as an ensemble, school
voice involves students and teachers actively listening to
each other, learning side by side in ways that promote
deep understanding and sharing the responsibility of
helping each other pursue his or her ambitions.

School Voice and Aspirations in partnership with Corwin.
The report, which compiles data from school-level
surveys of more than 60,000 students and 4,000
teachers in K-12 schools, outlines what must have in
place to establish mutual trust and an authentic
relationship — the cornerstones of school voice —
between students and teachers.

Research supports the value of school voice. Students
who believe they have a voice in school are seven times
more likely to be academically motivated, according to
a report from the Quaglia Institute for School Voice and
Aspirations. The report also found that teachers who feel
they have a voice in their schools are twice as likely to
work hard to reach their goals and four times more likely
to be excited about their future career in education.

THE ASPIRATIONS FRAMEWORK
School voice begins with the “aspirations framework,”
which is based on three guiding principles. The first is
self-worth. Each student and each adult needs to feel
accepted as a unique individual and valued for what he
or she brings to the school community. The second is
engagement, which includes activities that foster curiosity
and creativity and embrace failure as an opportunity to
enrich learning. The third principle is purpose, where
individuals are encouraged to develop goals, act as
leaders and share in the responsibilities of achieving their
own objectives as well as those of the class or school.

This SmartFocus on School Voice, sponsored by Corwin
Press, provides a framework for cultivating school voice.
Data for this framework comes from the School Voice
Report 2016, produced by the Quaglia Institute for
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Putting these principles into action requires a school
environment that meets eight conditions:
■■

■■

■■

Three of these conditions — “Belonging,”
“Heroes” and “Sense of Accomplishment”
— help nurture self-worth.
Three conditions — “Fun & Excitement,” 		
“Curiosity & Creativity” and “Spirit of 		
Adventure” — support engagement.
Two conditions — “Leadership &			
Responsibility” and “Confidence to Take
Action” — help provide opportunities for 		
developing purpose.

LET’S LOOK AT EACH CONDITION IN BRIEF.
Condition 1: Belonging is the sense that every
participant is a valued member of the school community.
Students and teachers want to feel welcome, safe and
respected. Results of the Quaglia School Voice Surveys
indicate that only half of students (52%) report that
teachers make an effort to get to know them, and even
fewer (43%) believe teachers care about their problems.
One antidote to this is simply to learn and use students’
names. Most likely teachers do know the names of their
students, and they just need to say those names out
loud more often.
Condition 2: Heroes are people who act as trusted
guides. When teachers and students are “heroes” to
each other, they show mutual respect and celebrate
each other’s accomplishments. However, the Quaglia
School Voice Surveys identify a clear gap on this topic. For
example, while 99% of teachers report that they respect
students, only 58% of students say the same. Likewise,

while 87% of teachers agree that “students respect
me,” only 43% of students agree that “students respect
teachers.” One essential component for closing the gap
is to develop a school or class definition for “respect”
— one that everyone can agree to. Then create and
distribute visual reminders, such as posters, to
reinforce the message.
Condition 3: Sense of Accomplishment calls on schools
to recognize a much broader scope of what counts as
success for students and teachers. That recognition
should go beyond the shining examples of academics or
athletics and consider other praiseworthy achievements
— the struggling student who has brought her grade
up from a D to a C+ or the teacher who spent his time
during the lunch hour working with a student. Another
aspect of accomplishment is good citizenship — the
kind tied to being a positive, contributing member
of the school community. Seven in 10 students (71%)
say that teachers recognize students who are “kind
and helpful.” Only six in 10 teachers (57%) say their
schools celebrate the accomplishments of staff. One
practical solution is to notice people in little ways for
the little things: an administrator’s smiley sticky note on
a teacher’s monitor or a teacher’s salute on a
student’s homework assignment.

Condition 4: Fun & Excitement happens in a classroom
when students and teachers are engaged in their
learning and they lose track of space and time. While 74%
of teachers report that students are having fun at school,
45% of students say school is boring. And even though
86% of teachers report that students make school “an
exciting place to work,” the feeling isn’t reciprocated; only

“

Nothing is
more powerful
than collecting
the thoughts
of students.

other students about their successes; only 55% are
“excited” to tell friends when they’ve received good
grades. And teachers are cautious about sharing when
they’ve done something well; only 58% are excited to
do so. To be daring in the face of possible failure is itself
a risky proposition. But when risk-takers share what
they’re up to with those who could feel the effect, the
risk is softened.

38% of students say the same about teachers. Relevance
is an important aspect of engagement. Teachers can
understand what students consider relevant by asking
what they find interesting and then connecting this to
what students are learning.
Condition 5: Curiosity & Creativity emphasizes students’
abilities to think critically about what they learn and to
apply it in creative ways. Both attributes require a school
environment that is open and expansive, where people
are safe to ask questions, wonder broadly and express
“out of the box” ideas. Yet only two-thirds of teachers
(64%) say they’re comfortable asking questions in staff
meetings or that their administrators are open to new
ideas; only 58% of students say they’re comfortable
asking questions in class, and just 47% believe their
teachers “are willing to learn from students.” Continually
modeling inquisitiveness by inviting questions and
following up on answers with more questions is
an effective way to signal openness and create an
atmosphere of safety and curiosity in the classroom.

Condition 7: Leadership & Responsibility. The idea of
leadership goes far beyond the person with the biggest
title. When teachers and students are able to express
their ideas, make decisions and take responsibility for the
outcomes of those decisions, they’re gaining experience
as leaders in their classrooms and schools. There’s a
chasm between how people see themselves and how
they believe others see them. While 60% of students and
78% of teachers view themselves as leaders, only 31%
of students and 57% of teachers believe other students
or their colleagues see them that way. By becoming
transparent about how they make decisions and deal
with the consequences, administrators and teachers
can show other members of the school community what
effective decision making looks like in practice — and
thereby impart the qualities of leadership.

Condition 6: Spirit of Adventure encourages healthy
risk-taking, where an outcome of failure holds the clues
for the next step forward. Yet schools often come across
as highly risk-averse. Teachers work to scripted curricula
to minimize the risk of bad teaching; grading systems
maintain “floors” to prevent students from falling too
far behind. The counterpoint is an environment where
success is hoarded; students shy away from telling

Condition 8: Confidence to Take Action exists when
people believe in themselves and behave with intention.
However, it’s flavored by the expectations and support
of others. In a school community, administrators need to

ESSA AND SCHOOL VOICE

views of these same phenomena.” Adults need to be
willing to listen to and learn from students to gain their
unique perspectives on these school characteristics.

Beyond funding for public education in the United
States, the Every Student Succeeds Act has introduced
new ways for states to evaluate school quality or school
success that go beyond student assessment scores.
Among the measures included are student and teacher
engagement levels as well as school climate and safety.
These are categories that demand school voice —
particularly from the students.

Just as important, this kind of student survey work can
pay off in two ways, as outlined in a recent Education
Week article on alternative measures of school success.
First, there’s a greater level of confidence in the survey
results when asking students whether they feel safe,
supported and challenged in their schools, because
their perception is also their reality, said David Osher,
a vice president of the American Institutes for Research.
Second, those types of evaluations can be more reliable
than asking students to evaluate their own skills in
specific areas.

As a recent article by Michael Corso noted, “It would
seem logical to conclude that if a state chooses to
measure student engagement or school climate, they
need to take a further step, not prescribed by ESSA, of
seeking student voice in order to listen and learn from
students whether they are engaged or not or what their
experience of the school’s climate is. Adult perceptions
of whether or not students are engaged or experiencing
school climate positively may or may not be accurate.
In our Quaglia School Voice Surveys, we often see large
gaps in perception between students’ and teachers’

Just as important, bringing the voices of students into
decision making allows them to take a role in helping
to lead improvements. As one observer commented in
that Education Week article, when it comes to middle
schoolers and high schoolers, “Nothing is more powerful
than collecting the thoughts of students.”
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show their high expectations for teachers — and be
prepared to support them; teachers need to display
high expectations of and support for students.
Yet while 88% of students affirm belief in themselves,
only 73% report that their teachers believe in them
and expect them to succeed. That leaves more
than a quarter of students feeling disengaged from
their learning possibilities. The best response for
turning those numbers around is for adults to identify
members of the school who do not yet believe in
their potential and actively tell them they
believe in them and will support their work to
achieve their aspirations.

though parental involvement tends to wane as the

Another perspective that deepens the overall
school voice is that of the parent. A Quaglia survey
specifically for parents drew 2,287 respondents. In a
preliminary analysis, several trends emerged, one of
which specifically amplifies the messages teachers
and students delivered in their survey answers: Even

have a great deal to say — and teach — about their

student gets older, 82% of parents agree that “parent
evenings/meetings are worth attending.” As schools
ramp up their engagement strategies, parents need
to be pulled into these efforts and communicated to
so that they know their voice is valued and used to
inform decision making.
While the authors of the School Voice Report 2016
note that the results should serve as “only a starting
point,” the report can also be a springboard to
help schools begin building their own methods for
developing a school voice. Students and teachers
school communities. By learning to listen to and
engaging with those voices, you will help motivate
students to embrace their learning and help teachers
work hard to reach their goals and continue believing
they can make a difference in the world.

SCHOOL VOICE IN ACTION

learning, and the climate of Woodside High
School.” Staff and students participate in an
“aspirations” professional-learning committee
that meets monthly to figure out ways to embed
school voice into activities. This collaborative
also holds regular aspirations periods and days
to engage teachers and students in continual
improvement activities related to developing
school voice. Learn more in this case study.

Woodside High School, located between San
Francisco and San Jose, Calif., has adopted
school voice on multiple levels. Its practices
are embedded in the school’s belief statement:
“Shared Decision-Making will provide all
stakeholders (staff, students, parents, and
community members) with a voice and
an opportunity to positively affect teaching,

Corwin has one mission: to enhance
education through intentional
professional learning. We build longterm relationships with our authors,
educators, clients, and associations
who partner with us to develop
and continuously improve the
best, evidence-based practices
that establish and support lifelong
learning. Learn more at
sponsored by
www.corwin.com.
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